2 needs – 1 solution (BF3-HD)

- High Speed Feeding
- Washdown Capability

Features / Benefits:
- Travel Speeds of up to 60 ft. per min. thereby increasing production capacity
- Minimal Bounce at High Speed
- Single Bolt EXTERNAL Air Gap Adjustment for ease of use and tuning
- New Trough Length options of up to 72” for optimum feeder positioning and overhead transfers
- IP66 Ingress Protection Rating providing sanitary sealing and washdown capabilities
- Electromagnetic Design allows for adjustable vibration control
- Gentle Feeding Action minimizes product degradation for friable products and prevents aeration particles
- 40 - 90 lb. trough range
- Reduces small particle accumulation or dusting
- Designed for IP66 applications

Model BF-3HD will handle an 80 pound mass with up to .090 stroke.

CSA Certified
50/60 HZ design
Increased Material Headload Capacity (up to 300 lbs.)
Valued Partners

**ALLFILL**
Booth C-1820

**AMS**
The Filling Specialist
Booth C-1607

**HEAT AND CONTROL**
Booth C-1623

**Modular**
Booth N-228

**MI MOTION INDUSTRIES**
Keeping Industry in Motion
Booth US-7276

**Tridyne Systems**
Booth C-3236

**WEIGHPACK**
Booth C-4429

**WEIGH RIGHT**
Automatic Scale Co.
Booth C-4040

**APPLIED TECHNOLOGIES**
Booth C-4040

**DATA TECHNOLOGIES**
Booth US-7276

**KAMAN**
Industrial Technologies

**Wonderful PISTACHIOS**